
Congratulations on your registration to: 
 

Mastering Technical Analysis 

Mastering Advanced Tactics 

Mastering Gaps 

 

You can see the upcoming schedule here: 
https://disciplinedtradingstrategies.com/calendar/ 

The soonest class for you is on Saturday yy/xx.You are however welcome to attend any 
date you like for any class you have registered for, and you may retake them over and 
over at no additional charge. I think repetition is key so I strongly encourage you to 
repeat each class at least the first three times it is offered. I find that the most benefit 
comes to most students after the second class, as they digest the most the second time 
around. 

You will receive log in instructions the day before the class. I ask that everyone logs in 
no later than 8:00 am est so we may begin promptly at 8:30 am est. The room will be 
open before 8:00, just log in then get your coffee and breakfast so you are ready for 
8:30. If you have never attended the DTS Trading Room or a webinar event at DTS (in 
other words, if you have never use the Webinato platform) please try to log in the day 
before so that we can get you tech support if there is an issue. Virtually no one has an 
issue, but it is better to resolve it early. Log in using your real name. Note, attendees will 
only see your first name and your last initial. 

You will receive a redacted manual / course outline 2 days before class. I strongly 
suggest you get a good night sleep and have a totally open and free day the day of the 
seminar. No baby sitting, no errands, no football in the background. You deserve to 
absorb everything that you can without distractions. 

The first class, Mastering Technical Analysis covers a tremendous amount of 
information and the targeted end time is 6:00 pm, please be available until 7 pm. I don't 
like it to run that long but there are variables I cannot control such as the number of 
questions that are asked and the average experience of the attendees. ALSO, very 
important, for this first class there is a half day prep class that is required and especially 
important if you are newer to the markets. It is always Friday, the day prior to class, and 
runs from 12:30 - 4:30 pm est. I prefer you attend the live class but there will be a 
recording of this Friday class if you absolutely cannot make it (there is not a recording 
for the Sept 15th class). Note, that the actual Saturday classes are NOT recorded and 
cannot be recorded by anyone. 

The second class, Mastering Advanced Tactics also covers a tremendous amount of 
information (and is actually a difficult class to digest) and again the targeted end time is 
6:00 pm, please be available until 7 pm. The first class, Mastering Technical Analysis is 
an absolute prerequisite for this class. If you signed up for them both at the same time 
make sure you schedule yourself to take the first class first. 

https://disciplinedtradingstrategies.com/calendar/


The third class, Mastering Gaps can be absorbed more readily so the targeted end time 
is between 5:00 and 6:00 pm. It is a highly organized class that covers a more limited 
area of study so it can be more easily absorbed. 

Please email me about one week before any class you are going to attend, whether first 
time or retake, to verify your attendance at that class and so you can receive log in 
instructions. Also feel free to ask any questions you may have to prepare for class. 
 


